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From the secret wisdom of Kabbalah, the Runes, and Numerology--an unprecedented guide to

unlocking the hidden power of your name.Your name is not only your calling card, it also may

determine how your life will unfold. Mystics have studied the energies associated with names for

centuries, but The Hidden Truth of Your Name is the first book to synthesize their fascinating

findings into one compelling resource--offering in-depth profiles of 750 American names. Created by

a team of linguistic experts and specialists, this beguiling reference guides you through the

illuminating intricacies of three ancient systems of divination--and shows you how to apply them to

create a subtly nuanced portrait of any name you choose.- KABBALAH--This ancient Hebrew

system of letter-and-number analysis helps you discover what the mathematics of your name adds

up to in terms of work, relationships, and spiritual energies.- THE RUNES--The letters of this old

northern European alphabet, for centuries an honored source of religious and magical values, open

surprising windows to self-discovery and change.- NUMEROLOGY--The key numbers of your name

contain potent truths about the positive and negative aspects of your true nature--and your

destiny.Complete with the principle colors, gemstones, and herbs that harmonize with each name,

this delightfully accessible book at last gives you the means to uncover the hidden truth and unique

traits of your name.
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From the secret wisdom of Kabbalah, the Runes, and Numerology--an unprecedented guide to



unlocking the hidden power of your name. Your name is not only your calling card, it also may

determine how your life will unfold. Mystics have studied the energies associated with names for

centuries, but The Hidden Truth of Your Name is the first book to synthesize their fascinating

findings into one compelling resource--offering in-depth profiles of 750 American names. Created by

a team of linguistic experts and specialists, this beguiling reference guides you through the

illuminating intricacies of three ancient systems of divination--and shows you how to apply them to

create a subtly nuanced portrait of any name you choose. - KABBALAH--This ancient Hebrew

system of letter-and-number analysis helps you discover what the mathematics of your name adds

up to in terms of work, relationships, and spiritual energies. - THE RUNES--The letters of this old

northern European alphabet, for centuries an honored source of religious and magical values, open

surprising windows to self-discovery and change. - NUMEROLOGY--The key numbers of your

name contain potent truths about the positive and negative aspects of your true nature--and your

destiny. Complete with the principle colors, gemstones, and herbs that harmonize with each name,

this delightfully accessible book at last gives you the means to uncover the hidden truth and unique

traits of your name.

From the secret wisdom of Kabbalah, the Runes, and numerology -- an unprecedented guide to

unlocking the hidden power of your first name.Mystics have studied the energies associated with

names for centuries, but The Hidden Truth of Your Name is the first book to synthesize their

fascinating findings into one compelling resource -- offering in-depth profiles of more than 700

American names. Created by a team of interpretive specialists, this beguiling reference guides you

through the illuminating intricacies of three ancient systems of divination -- and shows you how to

apply them to create a subtly nuanced portrait of any name you choose.-- KABBALAH -- This

ancient Hebrew system of letter-and-number analysis helps you discover what the mathematics of

your name adds up to in terms of work, relationships, and spiritual energies.-- THE RUNES -- The

letters of this old northern European alphabet, for centuries an honored source of religious and

magical values, open surprising windows to self-discovery and change.-- NUMEROLOGY -- The

key numbers of your name contain potent truths about the positive and negative aspects of your

true nature -- and your destiny.Complete with the principal colors, gemstones, and herbs that

harmonize with each name, this delightfully accessible book at last gives you the means to uncover

the hidden truth and unique traits of your name.u

this book was huge and heavy it also was a little disappointing. i was expecting more than just 1



paragraph per name.

Some names I looked at for my family were spot on and others were way off target. So only 3 stars

for the randomness.

I loaned a previous copy to a relative and never got it back, which is what happens to all great

books!

It's pretty neat. There are a lot of names, and three different interpretations of the name, according

to different schools of thought--these are by no means mutually exclusive, but generally

complimentary to each other. Most of what I read was accurate, some of it spookily so. I'm not a

believer in astrology, so there is some of that implied in this book, but not directly, and not as a

direct correlation with the subject presented. I was initially skeptical, prepared for something like a

cold reading or a Barnum effect, but actually most of the names were pretty on the mark without

being really vague, either, so I don't know.Basically, that's what I'd sum it up as--I don't know

whether it's accurate or not, but it was generally pretty dead on, and never glaringly WRONG except

in one occasion, which was in reference to my friend, who goes by his given name, and then two

nicknames known by his friends. The description of his given name was essentially the OPPOSITE

of him. I read it again, just in case, but no, there's no denying that it sounds nothing like him. But

that was 1 wrong out of 30-something right.So...I reserve judgement.Nonetheless, it's a fun book,

worth a thought, and it's got some neat names and such. Good for parties and good times, like

everyone else said. I'm glad that I added it to my collection.

Most of us can probably relate to having the same experience with people of the same name - for

example maybe every Kelly you've met has been very kind. Names have their own associated

energy and are part of why we have certain personalities. This book does an excellent job of

explaining why names have these characteristics.The book also goes into a number of historical

ways names are interpreted and gives tools to help interpret names in general. The book does not

list every name, it would be impossible, but the foundation it provides is excellent. The descriptions

of the names included in the book seem pretty insightful and there are a fair number of names in

there. I was really impressed with the explanation of how names have meaning but I like to know

how things work. If you just want a huge list of names with no background on why names have

meaning then other books may be better.I highly recommend this book for those interested in the



topic. It's much better than "The Secret Meaning of Names", which I found incredibly disappointing

and ended up returning.

Hello everyone,I've recently purchased this book which I totally recommend if you really want to

know how a person is by just knowing his/her first name, it is really a hidden secret reveled!, it has

all the common names in the whole world (except the arabian one's like 'Omar') and the most

important: it really tells you exactly (like if it were magic, really)the mood, the success, the

characther, the lucky and the roll of a person with that name, no kidding, if you are looking for a

excellent future by knowing how to threat people, dont think twice and buy it!One last tlittle detail: If

you can get the hard cover one its much lot better since the paper back one (the one I got because 

didn't have the hard cover one)is week and it sheets can easily tears down when browsing it. Good

purchase everyone :)

Very new agey and not at all what I wanted

I ordered it as 'Used', and received it was in mint condition! Only downside for me, which isn't the

sellers fault, my boyfriends name wasn't actually in it....talk about awkward....other than that little

hiccup, he loved it! Hopefully one day we'll look through this book together and use it to name our

future children. It has been eerily accurate with it's descriptions so far.... Have fun!
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